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Acceleration challenges:
Insistent, Persistent, Consistent
CHRISTINE FRASER

READING RECOVERY TRAINER

MOUNTAIN PACIFIC REGION

THE BIG PICTURE: 

HAVE A CHICKEN CHAT!

What is ‘acceleration’? What does it mean in 

the context of Reading Recovery?

What gets in the way of acceleration? 
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“To say that the slow-progress child who 

cannot be pushed or placed under 

stress should now learn at an 

accelerated rate seems to be a puzzling 

contradiction.”

LLI, 2ND ED, P. 19

AN ANALOGY

Yesterday I was at the airport walking along one of 
those moving walkways…
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IS ACCELERATION COMPROMISED BY THE TEACHER OR 

THE LEARNER OR BOTH?

The Reading Recovery Teacher

The Reading Recovery Student

WHAT WE NEED TO BE 

IN ORDER TO BE EXCELLENT TEACHERS:

• Creative

• A Problem Solver

• A Decent Human Being
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SAMUEL BECKETT

Ever tried. Ever failed. 

No matter. Try again. 

Fail again.

Fail better.

THINGS FOR US AS TEACHERS TO THINK ABOUT IN 

TERMS OF OUR OWN TEACHING – EARLY LESSONS

Roaming Around the Known

Observation and tracking ‘discoveries’

Language learning – conversations and compositions

Learning to look

Learning to hear

Writing

Directionality

Fluency

Connecting it all together, making links, learning to learn
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SOCIAL EMOTIONAL NEEDS OF THE CHILD

• Relationship

• Engagement

• Communication

• Expectation and Routine

• Independence

• Success

• Learning culture

• environment

TWO FACTORS WILL CONTRIBUTE TO ACCELERATED 

LEARNING:

• One-to-one teaching 

• The lessons will start with his strengths and proceed 
accordingly to what he is able to learn about 
reading and writing

And in Addition…

• Whenever possible, the child will read and write 
continuous text 
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WHAT DOES DR. CLAY SAY ABOUT ACCELERATION?

“For thousands of children entering Reading 
Recovery annually, acceleration is an 
outcome of sound teaching in the first few 
weeks of the lesson series.”

Clay, LL – 2nd Ed, 

Chapter 6, Adjusting teaching for particular difficulties, p. 165

ROAMING AROUND THE KNOWN

• Shared, meaningful literacy tasks

• Massive amounts of successful responding from the child

• Appropriate teacher support

• Opportunities to engage in useful strategic behaviors, 
e.g., saying a word slowly, choosing and recording 
appropriate letters to go with sounds, and scribing left to 
right

• Sustained chances for the teacher to listen and observe

• Active, tentative discovery of how print works

Clay, 2005
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ARTICLE YOU MIGHT LOOK UP!

Promoting Discovery During Roaming Around the 
Known

Jim Schnug, Ohio State University

JRR Fall 2015

SCHNUG DISCUSSES THE…

“conditions that might foster discovery during 

Roaming Around the Known: reading and 

writing of continuous text, opportunities for 

fluency and flexibility, the child’s ownership of 

the tasks, conversation, and the teacher’s 

tracking of discoveries.”
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HOWEVER, CLAY CONTINUES…

“For some teachers and children this does not 

seem to happen. There is only one position to 

take in this case. The lesson series is not being 

appropriately adapted to this child’s particular 

needs.” 

AN OLD BUDDHIST SAYING…

You can’t blame the lettuce for not growing. 

You can adjust the amount of sunlight, water, 

nutrients in the soil etc. BUT if the lettuce does 

not grow it is not it’s fault.
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AND CLAY FURTHER STATES…

“It is time to look for possible reasons for this to 

back up, to return to an earlier level of 

competence and to teach more carefully 

building on whatever processes are not yet 

working for the child.” p. 165

ARTICLE YOU MIGHT LOOK UP!  

Talking, Reading and Writing

M. Clay, 

JRR, Spring, 2004
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“I argue that when we speak or listen to speech, we 
are constructing and composing; when we write 
any message, we are constructing and composing; 
and when we read text, we are again constructing 
and composing. The demands of each of these 
three activities are slightly different but each feeds 
into one pool of structural possibilities in the 

language. “

Talking, Reading and Writing, p. 4

Fostering Fast access to visual 

information

IN CHAPTER 3, EXPANDING KNOWLEDGE OF 
PRINT,

LLI, 2ND ED

P. 61
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IF YOU ARE PUZZLED BY THE CHILD’S READING OR 

WRITING BEHAVIOR THESE ARE SOME ACTIONS 

YOU CAN TAKE:

• Intervene to prevent wandering attention.

• Make sure the learner is visually attending to 
what he needs to attend to. Check this. Telling 
is not enough.

• Control the task. Organize things so that the 
correct response occurs. What you tell the 
child should make it obvious what you want 
him to do.

• Intervene to prevent the occurrence of an old 
unwanted response. Do not give an old bad 
habit  any chance to recur when your are 
trying to eliminate it.
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• When the child has begun to attend to a new letter 
or word, vary the places in which it occurs.

• The child needs to be able to carry the learning to 
somewhere else on another occasion. 

The Eyes Have to Have It! Jake’s 

Engagement with Print in Early 

Lessons

Maryann McBride, Clemson University

JRR, Fall 2006

ARTICLE YOU MIGHT LOOK UP!
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A cycle of learning to compose, convey and WRITE 
messages

• From ideas in the head 

• To spoken words 

• To understanding print is a message

• And ultimately, finding out that you can 
construct those messages

What I say, I can write. And, what I can write, I can read.
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Let’s talk briefly about phonological awareness –
hearing and saying

CHICKEN CHAT!

What did I just hear that caused me to think about 
something I already knew but needed to be 
reminded of?

Or

What did I just hear that caused me to think 
differently?
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EMOTION, MEMORY AND LEARNING

• “First no human being can learn material 
presented in a form that is too difficult.”

• Teaching Struggling Readers: How to Use Brain Based Research to 

Maximize Learning,

• Carol Lyons, 2003

A BOOK YOU MIGHT LOOK UP!  

• Teaching Struggling Readers: How to Use 

Brain Based Research to Maximize Learning,

• Carol Lyons, 2003   
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ARE WE CONSCIOUSLY TEACHING THESE CHARACTER 

TRAITS?

• Determination

• Patience

• Diligence

• Stamina

• Perseverance 

• Endurance 

• Grit 
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ANOTHER SAMUEL BECKETT QUOTE

“I can’t go on…

I’ll go on” 

CHAPTER 6 – ADJUSTING TEACHING FOR 

PARTICULAR DIFFICULTIES

“Some teachers might predict quite early in the 
lesson series that they do not expect a particular 
child to complete his series of lessons successfully. 
That lowered expectation immediately produces 
detrimental effects.”

LL -2nd Ed, P. 169
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“During the series of Reading Recovery 

Lessons we do not at any time suggest that a 

child is unlikely to learn to deal with the 

written code. We must keep trying. This child’s 

time in Reading Recovery may be his one big 

opportunity for literacy learning. 

DO NOT GIVE UP ON HIM.”

LL -2nd Ed, P. 169

Thinking time then 

Chicken Chat!

 Is it possible you have a fixed mindset about 
some of the students you work with? Have you 
made assumptions based on something other 
than observations?

 Ask yourself (honestly) if you believe every one 
of your students can learn to read and write

 How high are you setting the bar? How do you 
know when to adjust?
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BOOK YOU MIGHT LOOK UP! 

Developing Self-Regulating Learners.

Butler, D. L., Schnellert, L., & Perry, N. E.   

(2017) Pearson.

“Children who are self-regulated readers set goals that 

are short-term, specific, and attainable; select, use and 

monitor their reading strategies effectively; and self-

evaluate progress toward their goals.  Teachers can 

help students develop self-regulated reading skills 

through the methods of modeling, coaching, 

scaffolding, articulation, reflection, and exploration.   In 

addition, students’ personal beliefs about their self-

efficacy, task value, and motivational orientation will 

influence their level of self-regulation.” 

(p. 108).
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SELF REGULATION TECHNIQUES DURING THE LESSON:

• Skipping, dancing or hopping down the hall to lesson

• Sensory objects (for the child to hold before or after lesson)

• Butterfly hug

• Sand tray letters or words 

• Wiggle seats

• Sing the alphabet song

• Conscious breathing

These short activities could help to create the conditions for a 
‘calm body-calm mind’ - conducive to learning

TRANSFER

How do we arrange for the child to 

transfer what they know into and out of 

the classroom?
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How often are you in the classroom?

• Are you able to get into the classroom, even if 

just for a few minutes, every day?

• Do the students see you as a partner with their 

teacher?

• Do the students see you as part of their class or 

‘family’

• Are you able to spend blocks of time reading or 

writing for the students

How often are you in the classroom?

• Can you occasionally work with different 

students?

• Can you demonstrate or model different 

techniques for the teacher?

• Is the classroom teacher able to observe lessons 

on a regular basis?

• Do you have scheduled collaboration time?

• Can you have lunch together?
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What about other opportunities for 

the student?

• Is the student given opportunity to read Reading 
Recovery books in the classroom – during free 
reading, in front of the class, to the Kindergarten 
class?

• Are the students able to share their writing from 
the intervention with other class members

• Collaboration between RR teachers

• collaboration between school team

• Collaboration between RR teacher and 
classroom teacher

• Collaboration between RR teacher and 
caregivers

• Collaboration between RR teacher and student
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How can knowing what the child is like in 

other environments help us to figure out 

how to adapt our lessons to meet her 

needs?

• How does the child get along in the 

classroom?

• Does she follow instructions?

• Does she ask questions?

• Does she contribute to discussion?

• Does she smile, laugh, joke, enjoy activities?
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• Does she demonstrate curiosity? 

• Does she move her body with control?

• Does she have friends? 

• Is she flexible?

• And a hundred other questions that you 

might think of or that might be on an survey 

of some kind

Intervention Culture/Classroom Culture/School 

Culture/ Literacy Culture

• Frank Smith in his book called Understanding 
Reading writes about literacy as a ‘club’ where 
ALL student must be members of.

• Kids are reading and writing continually – notes 
to each other, letters to family, posters, dramas, 
plays and presentations, bookmarks, diagrams, 
labels, books, menus, game tips, comic strips, 
newspapers 

• Classrooms rich with student products in art and 
writing 
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Intervention Culture/Classroom Culture/School 
Culture/ Literacy Culture

• Support or extra attention is understood as 
something everyone needs from time to time

• Trials and experiments are encouraged and 
mistakes and failures are celebrated

• Where ‘I can try’ is a popular statement

• Where students are respected for who they are 
and what they bring to the ‘family’ of that 
classroom

Because if we do not observe, and 

do and arrange and reflect….

 The students who have worked so very hard and 
made progress during intervention will not be able to 
transfer what they have learned to the classroom.

 Very few can do this on their own, they need help. 

 And unfortunately, students who are unable to transfer 
what they are learning will waste time re-learning what 
they already know. This may take years. 
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During the intervention, like an elastic band, the 

child’s reading and writing systems have been 

stretched taut, pulled to the limits of their ability 

but not yet consolidated. If they return to the 

classroom and find little to attach their fragile 

systems to, they ‘snap back’ to a lower level of 

independent functioning.  

This may happen daily until the student notices 

something she has learned in her individual lessons 

happening in her classroom and gives some 

attention to it. With a not-noticing classroom 

teacher, weeks may go by with the child 

establishing very few ‘footholds’ in literacy learning 

alongside her peers. 
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Think about your student’s status in the classroom.

• Do the other kids see him/her as a reader and a 

writer?

• Does the teacher see him/her as a reader and a 

writer?

• Think about your student’s ‘social capitol’.  Are 

they are on a ‘lower rung’ because it is perceived 

that they are ‘behind’?

It is very important that Reading Recovery 

students finding it difficult to accelerate 

their learning, have opportunities to share 

familiar stories and writing in their 

classroom. 

Changes in learning happen fast – there 

must be many opportunities for the 

students to share what they are leaning in 

other environments but especially in the 

classroom.
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Listen to what the child says:

Child says “Why can I read in here with you but not 
in my classroom?”

And the answer was that the teacher was adjusting 
to the child, the child did not have to adjust to the 
teacher.

So let’s think about that for a moment – is the 
classroom teacher then, aware or able to adjust to 
the child’s needs or could it be that they have a 
bias about having to adjust for that particular child?

ARTICLE YOU MIGHT LOOK UP:

Two Positive Outcomes of Reading Recovery: 
Exploring the interface between Reading Recovery 
and Special Education

Jones, Johnson, Schwartz and Zalud

JRR, Spring 2005
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SLOW PROGRESS STUDENTS

“Although the progress and performance of these 
children does not yet warrant a prediction that they 
will continue to learn adequately in classroom 
situations, these children represent a second positive 
outcome of Reading Recovery for the following 
reasons:”

• The children who need specialist evaluation are more 
efficiently identified.

• With reduced referrals children may receive earlier 
placement in alternate programs with specially trained 
teachers, which can benefit their learning.

• Most of the children in the recommended category 
have made significant progress in learning to read and 
write even though they have not met criteria for 
successfully discontinuing their series of lessons.
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TEACH TO ESTABLISH ACCELERATED LEARNING.

“Take stock of what you have found out. Reread the 
appropriate parts of your supporting text using the 
index to guide you. Adapt your teaching by 
revisiting and reworking the previous learning. Return 
to an earlier level of the child’s competence and 
build or rebuild a secure foundation before you 
begin to stretch the child’s pace of progress.”

Clay

LL – 2nd Ed, p. 178

“Use all your ingenuity. Make the child your co-
worker – temporarily giving more support as the 
child reworks the confused or neglected aspects of 
the reading and writing processes.”

Clay

LL – 2nd Ed, p. 178
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AGAIN, WITH THE BECKETT…

Ever tried. Ever failed. 

No matter. Try again. 

Fail again.

Fail better.

What you need to see

Thank you!

For more information on CIRR, please visit 

RRCanada.org

or about this presentation cfraser@vsb.bc.ca

http://www.rrcanada.org/
mailto:cfraser@vsb.bc.ca

